
TWITTER SPACES EXPERT WEIGHS IN ON RON
DESANTIS’ PRESIDENTIAL NOD ON TWITTER
SPACES

Ramon Ray, social audio expert is leading the

narrative in political conversations.

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK, UNITED

STAES, May 24, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ramon Ray, a

highly respected authority in the realm

of social audio platforms, particularly

Twitter Spaces, is revolutionizing the

way people connect and talk about

political campaigns connect with

voters. With his vast expertise and

deep understanding of the potential of

social audio, Ramon Ray is set to

amplify the political landscape as

Governor Ron DeSantis announces his

bid for the presidency on Twitter

Spaces, alongside tech mogul Elon

Musk.

Ramon Ray, a 5-time serial entrepreneur, best-selling author, and in-demand motivational

speaker, has made significant contributions to the social audio realm. Boasting a remarkable

following of almost 30,000 on Twitter, where he has been an active participant for 16 years,

Ramon's insights and expertise have been highly sought-after by individuals and organizations

seeking to leverage the power of Twitter Spaces.

As the founder of ZoneofGenius.com and the visionary behind the thriving social audio

community "Breakfast with Champions," which boasts nearly 200,000 members, Ramon Ray has

solidified his position as an influential figure in the social audio landscape. His passion for

facilitating meaningful connections and fostering engaging conversations has earned him a

reputation as a leading expert in the field.

Ramon Ray sheds light on various aspects of Twitter Spaces and social audio, including their

definition, significance, and impact on political campaigns. “Social audio offers political

candidates a unique space to connect with their constituency in a modern way with maximum

impact”, states Ray. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.ramonray.com/
https://www.ramonray.com/
https://www.ramonray.com/


With a profound understanding of the potential of these platforms, Ramon is uniquely

positioned to discuss why Governor Ron DeSantis has chosen Twitter Spaces as the platform to

announce his bid for the presidency.

In an era where digital engagement and accessibility play crucial roles in political campaigns,

social audio platforms like Twitter Spaces offer a dynamic and immersive space for candidates to

engage with their constituents. Ramon Ray's invaluable expertise ensures that political

campaigns can harness the full potential of these platforms to build meaningful connections,

foster dialogue, and amplify their message.

For more information on Ramon Ray and his expertise in Twitter Spaces and social audio, please

visit www.RamonRay.com. Stay updated on Ramon's insights and discussions by following him

on Twitter at twitter.com/ramonray.

About Ramon Ray:

Ramon Ray is a 5-time serial entrepreneur, best-selling author, and in-demand motivational

speaker. With almost 30,000 followers on Twitter and over 16 years of active engagement on the

platform, Ramon Ray has become an influential expert in the realm of social audio, particularly

Twitter Spaces. As the founder of ZoneofGenius.com and the publisher of the thriving social

audio community "Breakfast with Champions," Ramon Ray is dedicated to empowering

individuals and organizations to leverage the power of social audio platforms. Learn more at

www.RamonRay.com.
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